DNA conformational flexibility study using phosphate backbone neutralization model.
Due to the critical role of DNA in the processes of the cell cycle, the structural and physicochemical properties of DNA have long been of concern. In the present work, the effect of interplay between the DNA duplex and metal ions in solution on the DNA structure and conformational flexibility is studied by comparing the structure and dynamic conformational behavior of a duplex in a normal form and its “null isomer” using molecular dynamics methods. It was found that the phosphate neutralization changes the cation atmosphere around the DNA duplex greatly, increases the major groove width, decreases the minor groove width, and reduces the global bending direction preference. We also noted that the probability of BI phosphate linkages increases significantly because of the charge reduction in the backbone phosphate groups. More importantly, we found that the electrostatic effect on the DNA conformational flexibility is dependent on the sequence; that is, the phosphate backbone neutralization induces the global dynamic bending to be less flexible for GC-rich sequences but more flexible for AT-rich sequences.